
Reading Intervention (3rd Grade) - Week of Apr 20-24

Skill Directions

Phonics Sound Boxes Have students point to each phonics sound box and say the sound(s) the 
team of letters make. 

Nonsense Word Fluency
(Phonics Decoding)

Students needs to point to each word and read it fluently. If the student 
struggles to accurately read the word, then prompt the student to identify 
the vowel sound prior to reading the whole word. 

Word Reading Fluency
Have students fluently read through these words for practice. These 
words are a combination of sight words and words they can decode using 
phonics skills. These are common words students see over and over in 
print. They should be reading the words with automaticity. 

Multisyllabic Words & 
Words with Parts

Have students apply their decoding strategies to read the words. Student 
may underline the vowels in the words and break the words apart by 
syllables/word chunks.

Sentence Fluency Have students independently read the sentences daily until they can read 
them fluently. 

Fluency Passage 

Research has shown that improved fluency supports comprehension of 
text and leads to better overall readers. Please have your student read 
this passage aloud daily. There is no need to time the student. The goal 
is not about reading the passage as fast as he/she can. The students 
need to strive to read the passage with accuracy, in phrases and with 
expression.  Maybe pretend to be a newscaster while reading.  



Phonics Sound Boxes

cl br sm st dr sp gl sn sw

pr sk fr bl tr sn cr tw spl

str -nt -lk -lt -ft -lp -nk -nd -sp

sh ch ph ck th wh igh oa ai

aw oi ay oe oy au ee ie ow

ea oo ou ew er or ur ar ir

kn gn wr rh -mb sion tion -tch dge



Nonsense Word Fluency
sep pon hig wat yom

lig fub rem tum vid

ged fome nibe nurb trat

grint mog gurb shang yort

wram hout noop crost swult

freach cren stoin sote plish

tept sment prew cleel smay

plinky chulk dasty prouch glorp



Word Reading  Fluency
next black far could still

below enough mind turn student

prevent trial hotel boy mean

grand raw flame sunny decide

noise though who course section

tower city were boil mention

finger type beauty ours visible



Multisyllabic Words
scoutmaster outstanding employee charcoal

exploit storekeeper screwdriver authorize

jeweler appointment encounter country

horrendous southwestern vanquish handwritten

considerable unscramble knothole connection

gopher emphasis quiver sophomore

phantom combustion hodgepodge underneath



Words with Parts
pretend report dismay defrost

action witness bucketful toothless

helpful teachable faithful drinkable

harmful coolness portion affordable

description remarkable unthankful disagreeable

boastful repayable distinctness unpreventable

smoothness recording refillable detention



Sentence Fluency
Mark did not mention that he would arrive late to 
the doctor appointment.

It is disappointing the storm will delay the 
departure of the trains at the station.

Chuck’s assignment was unreadable, so his teacher 
made him completely redo it.

An untended campfire can destroy huge sections of 
the forest.  

Lewis likes to eat a handful of cashews and 
peanuts for his mid morning snack.

The Boy Scout carefully put his jackknife in his 
knapsack before his hiking adventure started. 



Fluency Passage
Clouds and Weather

The clouds that float across the sky look like fluffy balls of 
cotton. Clouds are not made of cotton though. They are filled with 
tiny droplets of water and tiny ice crystals. The water droplets 
form when warm moist air rises and cools. When the droplets become 
too large, they fall out of the sky as rain or snow.

There are three main types of clouds. The different types of 
clouds form at different heights in the air. One type of cloud is 
high and feathery. The high feathery clouds are so high they 
contain only ice crystals. High feathery clouds usually mean rain 
is coming. 

Big fluffy clouds float midway to low in the sky. Sometimes 
they look like pillows or sheep. Sometimes they look like mashed 
potatoes, or angels. They can look like just about anything at all. 
Once I saw a big fluffy cloud that looked like a birthday cake with 
ten candles. Another type of cloud looks like sheets across a gray 
sky. These clouds usually hang low in the skies and move very 
slowly.

Clouds can provide important information that people use to 
predict the weather. Observers from around the world report on the 
clouds and wind. Pictures of the clouds taken from outer space show 
patterns in the clouds where the winds are blowing. Weather 
stations from all over can tell how fast the wind is blowing and 
how much water is in the air.  


